CONTACT: STEVE CHESSER/JIMSMART
MTA MEDIA RELATIONS
(213) 922-2718, 922-2700
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HOllYWOOD FREEWAY EXPERIENCES MINOR SETTLEMENT;
NO CAUSE FOR CONCERN

MTA and Caltrans officials announced today that concerns raised
regarding settlement of the Hollywood Freeway are unwarranted.
The settlement, which averages less than one inch, poses no threat to
the structural integrity of the freeway, the officials noted.
"I want to reassure commuters that the Hollywood Freeway is safe for
travel," said Raymond Hinton, Caltrans Chief of Permits. "Since subway
tunneling resumed this week in the Lankershim area, Caltrans inspectors are
- and will be - on site seven days a week along with MTA's survey
contractor to monitor the Lankershim undercrossing."
"Should any problem develop that would either compromise motorist
safety or the structure itself, Caltrans and MTA will take immediate action to
correct the situation. I want to stress, however, that Caltrans does not
anticipate any problem developing on the mainline freeway from this
tunneling operation."
The MTA's Interim CEO, Joe Drew said: "We've used a
comprehensive grouting program to ensure the stability of the roadway, and
we're quite confident we'll stay within the levels permitted for our work by
Caltrans. "
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The MT A is digging two starter tunnels under the freeway to
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the tunnel boring machines, being assembled at the Universal
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The machines will be moved through the starter tunnels and

begin boring south through the Santa Monica Mountains to Hollywood
beginning late next month.
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Work at the Universal City site began in July 1995.
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